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English 
Our focus for Term 3  looks at the stories from 
Dr Seuss. These make great practise for using 
contextual clues. Some of the stories are ‘The 
Lorax,’ ‘Horton Hears a Who,’  and ‘The Cat in 
the Hat.’ These are stories that  contain 
messages and can teach valuable lessons, great 
for inferencing skills. An example is our first 
focus story, ‘The Lorax,’ where the message is 
looking after our earth. Dr Seuss books help in 
training verbal competence through their 
tongue-twisting and made-up rhyme. The 
readers learn to put words and concepts 
together because each imaginary character is 
accompanied in the story with a picture.  
 

Literature 
 
Students will investigate and identify the 
audience of imaginative, informative texts with 
the focus on poetry. We will learn about 
different types of poetry such as Free Verse,  
Acrostic, Haiku, and Limerick. We will explore 
sensory language and how  it helps the reader 
visualise the setting and events. Children will 
learn how to construct their own poetry.  

Literacy 

In Term Three, we continue our journey to 
become fluent readers and develop effective  
decoding and comprehension skills alongside 
accurate spelling. 

Writing. The students will continue to practice 
re-reading and editing text for spelling, 
sentence-boundary punctuation and text 
structure. The children also practice writing 
legibly and with growing fluency using unjoined 
upper case and lower-case letters. 

Language  

Class discussions will focus on sensory 
language. This refers to the use of words to 
create a connection to any of the five senses. In 
literature, sensory writing is used to provide 
the reader with a vivid image or description of 
something. This is a powerful took to help the 
children to create more detailed imagery in 
their writing. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mathematics 
 
Number-Operations continue to be a focus in Term 3. We will review addition and subtraction 
as well as division and multiplication. 

The focus in Term Three will also be becoming familiar with Australian money and to begin to 
develop financial literacy. We will read the books ‘How Much is a Million’ and  ‘If You Make a 
Million ‘by David Schwartz’ which will help raise awareness for children of saving and using 
money wisely! The children will consolidate counting and ordering small collections of 
Australian coins and notes according to their value. You can help by allowing the children to 
be involved in your weekly shopping cost. 

Geometry 
 
The focus in Term Two will involve comparing and ordering objects based on length, area, 
volume and capacity using appropriate uniform informal units and to compare masses of 
objects using balance scales. 

Data Presentation- identify practical activities and everyday events that involve chance. 
Describe outcomes as ‘likely’ or ‘unlikely’ and identify some events as ‘certain’ or ‘impossible.’ 
We integrate Digital technology to organise and display data. 

 

 
HASS Geography 
We will examine the location of the major geographical divisions of the world (e.g. continents, 
oceans) in relation to Australia. Look at the Local features and places are given names, which 
have meaning to peoplë, in particular, the ways in which Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Peoples maintain connections to their Country/Place.   
We will also look at the connections of people in Australia to other places in Australia, in the 
Asia region, and across the world (e.g. family connections, trade, travel, special events, natural 
disasters).  
Studies will include examining the influence of purpose (e.g. shopping, recreation), distance 
(e.g. location) and accessibility (e.g. technology, transport) on the frequency with which 
people visit places. A look at our local community as an example. 
The Year Two’s will also learn the Aboriginal Seasons and connection to the land. 
 

 

 Technology  

  
 

Digital Technologies Processes and Production Skills.  
The students collect and analyse data and learn that data can have patterns and can be 
represented in various ways to make conclusions.  
 
Digital Technology Knowledge and Understanding. 
The students learn and experiment with forces and creative movement in products. We 
look at the different kinds of movement,  push and pull and how we can design things to 
move. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
Health and Keeping Safe ( Mandated)  
Focus Area Two: Relationships 
 

As our students progress through the 
continuing program this term, they will gain 
knowledge and understanding for skills 
related to; responsibility in relationships, 
identity in a relationship and discuss power in 
a relationship. 

 
 
 

   

 
Religion 
The Religious Education Units for Term Three are Reconciliation and Confirmation. 
In Reconciliation we learn Jesus summarised the Commandments into two Commandments, 
called the Commandments of Jesus. Your child will explore these two Commandments and 
provide examples of how people can follow them in order to live lovingly with God and each 
other. 
In Confirmation we learn The Holy Spirit continues to guide Christians today to be kind and 
generous, to act with fairness, show respect towards all people, and to love one another as 
Jesus loves all people. Your child will learn how the Holy Spirit helps people in their lives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


